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President’s Greeting—Ruth Chipman

Praise to God for a Living Hope

1 Peter 1.3-9
Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great mercy he has given us

new birth into a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, and into an
inheritance that is imperishable, undefiled and unfading... Although you have not seen him, you
love him; and even though you do not see him now, you believe in him and are filled with an
indescribable and glorious joy, for you are receiving the outcome of your faith, the salvation of
your souls.

Easter joy and Spring’s return fill us with hope and new life. In this edition of the UPDATE CLC
celebrates the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius across Canada. There is hope and energy as
together we discern new national leadership. Ten members were nominated for President(s)-Elect.
Thanks to all of you for embracing this challenging discernment and to your families and
communities for their support.

We review and reflect on our work together since the National Assembly last April, bringing
members up to date on decisions and actions on the Guelph recommendations. We also look
forward to the opportunities and challenges on the journey ahead, committed to developing and
improving ways of working together as a World Body in serving Christ. General Council and the
new President(s)-Elect will be meeting in Winnipeg, October 1-3. Formation, commitment and
membership and governance issues the priorities to be addressed.

Together we are new with Christ, leaving burdens and baggage behind and moving beyond what
separates us.

“Earth's crammed with heaven,
And every common bush afire with God” …

Elizabeth Barrett Browning

Statue of St. Ignatius reflected in the
goldfish pond at Loyola House, Guelph, ON



A Message from Fr. Charles
Dear CLC friends, Christ is Risen. Alleluia

During these 50 days of celebrating the Easter Mystery of Christ’s resurrection, two phrases
come to me, the first from the Easter Vigil liturgy:
Rejoice O earth… rejoice, O Mother Church… The
risen Saviour shines upon you; the other, from the
Spiritual Exercises (224), in the fourth week notes: …
consider the office of consoling which Christ our Lord
bears, and to compare how friends are accustomed to
console friends. In the midst of the crisis of the sex
abuse scandal facing the church – all of us share in the
suffering of the innocent victims, in the shame of the
actions of the perpetrators, and in the confusion and
scandal of the cover up of our religious leaders - we
need to allow the grace of his victory of love over the
powers of death envelop and strengthen us.

As I reflected on the theme of this issue of UPDATE – the Spiritual Exercises and Ignatian
spirituality – I rejoice and give thanks for the ministry of the Spiritual Exercises across the
country, and the number of CLC members so involved and committed to this. Pam Daigle’s
personal witness, in one of the articles of this UPDATE, is but one example of a growing
number of CLC members in Atlantic Canada guiding people in the Exercises and forming
others in this ministry.

In Central Canada – I think of the Guelph area where John English and other Jesuits with
lay collaborators did pioneer work in this apostolate – this work continues through the
dedication of many CLC people. The Prairies – from Thunder Bay and Winnipeg – have been
deeply engaged in this ministry ever since John English began directing the Annotation 19 here
with lay people. There continues to be a growing interest in the Exercises, using different
formats. I myself have given the Exercises to a few people using the technology of Skype. In
other parts of Canada also this medium is being used.

In the Rockies Region – two new Sisters, members of Martha Centre, are now available to
give the Exercises, to continue the work already begun there. Our dear friend John English
went from coast to coast, not forgetting B.C. in his zeal for sharing the Exercises with lay
people and developing CLC communities.

All of this activity across Canada – and not only among Catholics but with other Christian
traditions - in using this wonderful instrument of prayer and discernment that the Spiritual
Exercises are, should make us aware of the Risen Christ’s power in the gift of His Spirit at
work in so many people who have made the Exercises and in the increasing number of lay
directors giving the Exercises. CLC members are, without a doubt, a significant group in this
cross Canada ministry of the Exercises. May it continue to grow!

Easter blessings to you all.
Your brother in the Risen Christ,
Charles
National Ecclesial Assistant

Christ is risen…..Alleluia!!
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Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius in Prairies Region

In the fall of 1998 under the leadership of Fr. John English, St. Ignatius Parish began offering
Annotation 19 to groups of retreatants. CLC members Ruth Chipman, Michael Radcliffe and former
CLC member Valerie Muzychuk were among the first wave of retreatants and began training as spiritual
directors in 1999. Since that time about 10 other directors have been trained and 220 individuals have
participated in Annotation 19 at the St Ignatius Education Centre in Winnipeg. Retreatants have come
from all walks of life and have included Protestant & Mennonite Ministers, Anglican Priests, Professors,
Doctors, Principals, Deacons, Teachers, Lawyers, Nurses, Students, Housewives & CEOs.

Another way of experiencing the Spiritual Exercises and discovering a spiritual path through
film was offered at the Education Centre beginning in the spring of 2005 with the series called “Finding
God in the Dark”, using Frs. Jon Pungente SJ and Monty Williams SJ popular book of the same name.
Participants from all over the city are guided through the Exercises while viewing a movie followed by a
discussion. Watching and discussing films “the Ignatian Way” becomes an act of contemplative prayer
and self-reflection. CLC member Mariette Ternowski, a spiritual director in training at the time,
facilitated the first session of “Finding God in the Dark.”

In 2007 spiritual directors supported a new addition to the Ignatian family, the Ignatian lay
volunteers. Ignatian reflection times are held monthly. They provide opportunities for volunteers to
integrate their experience with their values and concern for the marginalized. The reflection sessions
help volunteers grow in their own understanding of what ‘a faith that does justice’ means when it is put
into practice in the real situations they face in their volunteer experiences. Communal reflection supports
the possibility of becoming more radically available to others.

In an effort to be more inclusive Fr. Gerry McDougall offered a version of Annotation 18 in the
fall and winter of 2007-2008. Fr. Gerry guided the group through a process of taking time to pray, to
think, and to share faith. The five weeks of Advent stressed creation, salvation, the Incarnation, and
God’s presence with us. Participants developed daily prayer habits. The seven weeks of Lent and Easter
saw the participants focus on sin and redemption, the work of Jesus Redeemer, and, after Easter Sunday,
the transition into everyday life as the first disciples did after His Ascension.

In order to make the Spiritual Exercises even more accessible as part of the faith renewal in the
Archdiocese of Winnipeg in 2008, the Jesuits of Winnipeg together with the St. Ignatius Adult
Education Centre, began in Advent a version of Annotation 18 called “Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord”.
This is a very basic prayer program with four weekly prayer sessions during Advent and six during Lent.
Three teams of qualified directors have been trained to offer Annotation 18 in three parishes throughout
the Archdiocese. With this offering directors are hoping to spread the experiences and benefits of the
Exercises well beyond St Ignatius parish.

Over the last 10 years directors have developed and been engaged in an active community
supervised by Richard Soo SJ. Weekly peer supervision meetings have included role play situations,
basic theology presentations, Hebrew and Greek studies. Directors have moved more deeply through
Ignatian contemplations using a variety of commentaries. Over the last two years directors have been
challenged to teach and facilitate both at St. Ignatius and other parishes. Directors are currently working
towards developing Ignatian retreats for the homeless and marginalized in Winnipeg’s inner city and
retreat days for young adults.

Submitted by Ruth Chipman, Val Muzychuk, Michael Radcliffe

“… reflection times provide opportunities to integrate experience with values ”...
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Spiritual Exercises in Rockies Region
Martha Retreat Centre in Lethbridge has long been a well spring of hope and renewal in Southern Alberta.

Energized by faith and supported by prayer, the sisters who reside at the Centre and are members of the
Congregation of St. Martha, constantly seek ways to draw closer to the mystery that is God. It is little wonder
that the nuns were directly involved with introducing CLC and the Spiritual Exercises to people in the area who
were looking for a way to live their faith.

In 1987 Sr. Mary MacIntosh, who was the Director of the Martha Centre and Sr. Helene Wadden, who also
lived at the Retreat Centre, attended a workshop on the Spiritual Exercises. The facilitator was Fr. John
English, SJ. During the workshop Fr. John invited attendees to attend another talk explaining CLC. The two
sisters went and their imagination was fuelled by Fr. English’s enthusiasm. The next year they helped organize
four groups to begin the six week’s introductory program. In the same year Sr. Mary attended a workshop for
guides in Prince Edward Island.

CLC was a way of life for several communities by 1988. By 1989 five groups were meeting regularly and
two people completed the Exercises. In the summer of 1989 Sr. Teresa Spence, Marilynn Heaton, Geri
Vanden Heuvel and Sandy Whyte travelled to Edmonton to attend a workshop for guides similar to the one
held in Prince Edward Island two years earlier.

The following years saw a scurry of activity in the region— the Western Regional Assembly was held with
several guests attended including Fr. English, Sr. Frances MacDougall, Chris Koto-Sullivan, National
President, Fr. Larry Gooley SJ, U.S.A. Ecclesial Assistant and Sr. Sylvia Swanke, RSM. This assembly spoke
to fifty lay people from local communities and from Spokane, Oregon, Seattle and Comox. In 1989 the region
started using the 1st Manual for Formation. In 1990 Marilynn Heaton and Sonia Spohn attended the General
Council meeting in Guelph. In 1991 Fr. John English conducted the 1st Retreat for CLC members in the region.
In 1997 Fr. Max Oliva SJ held a retreat at Martha Centre. In 1999 two delegates from the region attended the
National Assembly and more people were doing the Spiritual Exercises.

In 2000 Fr. John English SJ, Fr. Max Oliva SJ, Sr. Therese LeBlanc csm and Mr. Pat Lenon directed
another retreat for CLC members. In 2001 four column discernment became part of the meetings and in 2004
Lethbridge hosted the National Assembly. The Core Group was formed in 1992. Fr. John English continued to
nourish the Rockies Region with bi-annual visits.

Some Rockies’ members went to a Guide Workshop in Regina in 1993 with Fr. John English and Barbara
Peloso. Following on the heels of this event Ellen Wagner, Marilynn Heaton and Mark Nixon enrolled in a two
year course offered to Spiritual Directors. The region flourished and more people committed to the Spiritual
Exercises.

Delegates from four Rockies’ communities attended the National Assembly in Halifax in 1995. The following
year another community evolved. Fr. English conducted a discernment process to help members and
communities listen to the movements of the Spirit within themselves and their groups. The session was in
1997.

In 2005 Fr. Earl Smith and Kati Gumbmann conducted a workshop. Two years later Fr. Charles Pottie SJ
and Ruth Chipman, President of CLC Canada, came to Lethbridge to hold Formation Workshops.

In 2009 Fr. Charles held a retreat for CLC members and, the following year, held meetings with Spiritual
Guides and Directors to ensure there were enough to help people who wanted to go through the Exercises.

Today, the region is blessed with more people actively participating in the Exercises and several planning
to do so within the next year.

Rockies Region has been blessed with the influence of the Sisters of St. Martha who first explored both the
CLC way of life and the Exercises. Their wonderful commitment to the Rockies Region and the Ignatian way of
life has enriched the communities and helped feed their spiritual hunger.
Submitted by Pat Bremner

- - -

Editor's Note: During his many visits out West, Fr. John English met with the existing Emmaus community in Comox,
B.C. and introduced them to the Spiritual Exercises. With his encouragement and leadership, Emmaus was drawn into
the CLC fold. This community will be celebrating 25 years as a community.

The region is blessed with people actively participating in the exercises...
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Spiritual Exercises in Central Region
In the 1970’s a new start in Ignatian spirituality was made at Loyola House in Guelph centred on the

newly rediscovered Spiritual Exercises as Ignatius had intended them to be given. Similarly lay people were
starting to form small groups that intended to recover the kind of lay community that Ignatius himself
had experienced in the confraternities of his time and in the small group he gathered around him in
Paris.

Peter Peloso describes what happened:
“Here is how we remember the history of the Spiritual Exercises here in Guelph. Three of us completed the

Spiritual Exercises between 1973 to 1975. We met as a CLC and the three who had done the Exercises
guided those who had not. John English SJ acted as our supervisor. Subsequent to that we began giving the
Exercises to people not in CLC who were interested. We also began guiding on weekend retreats at Loyola
House.

From these experiences "The School" began. These are the details of how this school operated. The first
year 30 people had indicated that they would like to do the Exercises. Part of their acceptance was that they
had to write an essay on their spiritual journey. Also by then others who had done the Exercises were enlisted
to guide Annotation 19. There were 15 guides including the members of our CLC who had some experience in
guiding others through Annotation 19 already. We all met at Ignatius College one night a week for 9-10
months. The format of the evening was as follows: Directees met their directors for spiritual guidance with
material provided by John Veltri SJ and John English SJ. This material ultimately shows up in John Veltri's text
Orientation 1 & 2 . As well as being guided we all received a lecture by John English, John Veltri and
members of our CLC. The majority of the input was from John English and a lot of this material is found in his
text Spiritual Freedom. The directors were supervised that night while others had a break. Then we all divided
into sharing groups with the directors as facilitators.

One of the issues discussed was whether or not people should be held back from doing the Exercises if
their director felt the grace was not received. This in some instances proved a problem because these folks
were somewhat out of step with the lectures. On the other hand there was a thought that people should
just continue with the program as God often gave grace in subsequent weeks. For example, you could be
doing the Contemplatio and still receive grace of the disposition days. It was the thought of John English and
John Veltri that you complete the Exercises by directing someone else through them. So some of the directees
were directors the following year.

There were a lot of people wanting to do the Exercises in that period. The school ran about four
years. These people came from the charismatic renewal, Better World Retreat, etc.

We could discuss the long term impact these Exercises had on the participants. We hoped that they all
would join CLC but this did not happen. We think in some situations the graduates simply went back to their
parish and this experience could have been lost. In CLC because a great deal of our focus was on Exercises
and the awareness examen, the whole experience of the school matured in our CLC meetings.

John English's emphasis that all CLCers make the Exercises was well established then and continues
to today.”

In a future issue of Update, Peter Peloso will share his reflections on the school.
In modern Canada, this was the earliest, or one of the earliest ways that CLC and the Spiritual Exercises

were brought together. Later elsewhere in Canada, other programs developed in various places with diverse
situations. Perhaps those could be the subjects of other installments of the story of how CLC became
responsible for giving the Exercises.
By Elaine & Peter Nightingale, Peter & Barb Peloso, Fran Morrison, Marian Krauskopf, Reta Desfosses

- - - -

Editor’s Note: There is so much more to share about the history of Spiritual Exercises in Canada.
Watch for more stories in the next edition of UPDATE. We hope to include stories and pictures from Fr.
Charles’ trip out west and the 25th anniversary celebration of Emmaus community.

John English emphasized that all CLCERS make the exercises...
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Spiritual Direction as CLC Mission
“… So ask the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers to His harvest..” Matt. 9:37

By Pam Daigle

I begin this reflection with a personal experience of ministry and the following excerpt from our
CLC documents: “The field of CLC mission knows no limits: it extends both to the Church and the
world, in order to bring the gospel of salvation to all people and to serve individuals and society by
opening hearts to conversion and struggling to change oppressive structures.” GP8 (emphasis, mine)

One way of opening hearts to conversion is through the ministry of spiritual direction. Let me offer
a brief definition. “Spiritual guidance is about helping others notice where God is for them in
prayer and in life. It is about facilitating a person’s relationship with God so they s/he might
live out the consequences of that relationship.”

I have been invited to share with all of you my experience of spiritual direction and the training of
directors in the Ignatian tradition as CLC mission. I once read the following: “Transformed people
transform people. Transformed people transform unjust structures.” This is because
transformed people begin to see life from God’s perspective and make choices based on it. When
this happens, we become prophetic.

The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius intend this apostolic outcome. The significance of spiritual
direction, then, as one CLC field of mission, is clearly linked to discovering a vocation to CLC and
to the forming of apostolic, prophetic communities.

1. The Spiritual Exercises are fundamental and essential for living the CLC vocation. They are “the
source and characteristic instrument of our spirituality.” (GP5) Therefore, we cannot under-
stand or much less live the CLC vocation without experiencing the Exercises. (Charism Doc. 40)

2. For CLC members, therefore, the Spiritual Exercises are not an optional experience, to be made
or not, or that once made, belong in the archives of the past. (Charism Doc. 50)

3. Individual Spiritual Guidance …is an indispensable part of searching and finding one’s true
vocation. It is particularly useful before and after the yearly Exercises. (Charism Doc. 75)

In light of the above, CLC Regions need to help their members find access to spiritual companions
as well as to collaborate with others in the training of directors of the Spiritual Exercises. Where
there is a dearth of trained Ignatian directors to accompany individual CLC members (or groups)
through the full Exercises, there is a limping in our CLC way of life. Limping is not a negative
image; one can still walk with a limp and go a great distance. Rather, limping is a limiting image.
When we no longer limp, we can not only walk, but we can climb, we can run, we can move more
freely. As a National Community I would encourage us to dream and to find ways to open up this
harvest field.

The space between us is pregnant with tenderness and stillness. I wait for the words
that are trying to come.
“ I was on the ground with him … the dust was in my nostrils … I could hear his breathing …
it made me feel weak and shaky inside… then he looked at me, a pleading look which broke my
heart …

I am listening to Mary share her experience of praying over the passion of Jesus in the Third Week of
the Exercises. Sacred ground. Later, as we gently reflect on her experience l ask her a question:
“Mary, this intimate experience with Jesus had a deep effect on you. What meaning do you give to this?

“ I know.. I know … it’s about my Dad lying in that hospital bed.. I’ve got to stop running …”

Transformed people transform people….
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Spiritual Direction as CLC Mission (Cont.)
In the mid 70’s I made the Spiritual Exercises under the guidance of a Sister of Charity in Saint
John. She later told me I was a ‘guinea pig’ for her as part of the fledgling AASEA (Atlantic
Association of the Spiritual Exercises Apostolate). Their mandate was to begin offering the
Spiritual Exercises to lay people in the Atlantic area. She was being mentored by a Jesuit from
Halifax who insisted on coming to Saint John to guide me in a weekend directed retreat part way
through my 19th Annotation - to see “how I was doing” (which was probably more to see how she
was doing). Apparently, we were both doing fine. At that stage in my life (early 30’s), I was very
involved with my husband, Yves, in ministry to marriage and family life. Making the Exercises
during that time converted me on many levels and strengthened me for the apostolic life I was
already living. What it gave me that was new for me was a way of discerning future calls from
Christ.

In the early 80’s, about the same time I was being drawn towards CLC with others, I was being
‘nudged’ towards a call to the ministry of spiritual direction. After a three month discernment
process with my director, at age 39, I headed for Loyola House in Guelph for the first of many
training workshops and practicums. It meant leaving a mission field I loved; it meant going alone
without Yves. I could feel the bite of the cross on my shoulders.

The Guelph experience was, apostolically, life changing for me. My passion for the Exercises was
born during those wonderfully graced days. The desire for as many people as possible to make the
Exercises was like a branding iron on my soul. To this day, it is the harvest field where I am most
alive in labouring with Christ, even as I live into my 67th year.

From the mid 90’s on I gradually responded to a further call - to help form others for this ministry,
first as prayer companions and then as directors of the Exercises. I continue in this training ministry
to this day. During the early 2000’s, I also found myself drawn towards leading CLC groups and to
the mentoring of group guides… a new call to collaborate with three empowering movements of
Ignatian spirituality in the Atlantic area, the Jesuits of Halifax, the AASEA, and CLC. All three
were involved in bringing the Spiritual Exercises within reach of our CLC members. At this time,
our Region has over 100 CLC members and about 15 groups, with new ones forming. Of these,
because of this three-fold collaboration, about 90% have made the Spiritual Exercises of St.
Ignatius. During the past two years, I have been involved with others in training 10 more men and
women for giving the Spiritual Exercises. Over 30 men and women are currently in the 19 th

Annotation as part of their practicum. Of these 10 directors-in-training, four are CLC members.
What hope there is for our Atlantic Region! What hope for the Church and the world!

The challenge of this particular CLC mission field – I sense there are four:
1. The need to call forth gifted CLC members to consider training as spiritual directors of the

Exercises so that no CLCer is unable to make them.
2. The need to form our CLC guides/leaders ongoingly in objective knowledge of the Spiritual

Exercises so that the frame of their listening and guiding is more grounded.
3. The need to make the yearly Exercises available as well as help CLC members understand the

importance of individual spiritual direction and an annual retreat (day, weekend, longer) in the
dynamic mode of the Exercises, not just any kind of retreat.

4. The need to re-vision our training of group guides and directors of the Exercises around the
significance of third and fourth week graces so that we might be instruments of developing
transformed individuals and groups … to be apostles, apostolic communities, and prophets.

May those who are called to this particular field of CLC mission help all of us walk, more sure-
footed into our CLC way of life. The harvest is plenty; the laborers are few. Come with Me into
the field.

Come with me into the field….
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Loyola Jesuit writes book about Spiritual Exercises,
spiritual awareness

By Bruce Nolan, The Times-Picayune March 06, 2010, 4:00AM
By his count, the Rev. Jerry Fagin of Loyola University’s Institute for Ministry has led

hundreds of people through the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, and even teaches
others how to lead them. He is an expert on the famous program of prayer and reflection, now
nearly 500 years old, developed by the founder of Fagin’s order, the Jesuits.

The Rev. Jerry Fagin of Loyola University's Institute for Ministry

But even after such familiarity, Fagin said he recently began to see
new riches in the program -- riches he has tried to sketch out
in a new book, “Putting on the Heart of Christ.”

Ignatius Loyola, a 16th century Spanish nobleman and soldier,
underwent a profound religious conversion while recuperating from
a battle wound. Later he developed a series of meditations with
Scripture, imaginative prayer techniques and assignments in
personal reflection to help others uncover the spiritual awareness he
had experienced.

Largely unchanged today, the so-called “spiritual exercises” -- a
kind of spiritual boot camp, but done solo - are now world famous.
Young Jesuits begin their spiritual formation in a 30-day version of
the exercises, and do it again later in life. They do an eight-day
version annually. Jesuits also lead lay people through them, most

often in threeday versions, at retreat centers like Manresa, in Convent.
Although Ignatian spirituality is part of the Catholic heritage, there is nothing

exclusively Catholic about them, Fagin said. “Anyone not Catholic can make the exercises and
be comfortable with them,” he said. “It’s a series of reflections on topics like sinfulness, or
God’s mercy. And more and more people are using Scripture to work their way through the
exercises. It’s praying with the Gospel.”

At one level, Fagin explained in a lecture series at Immaculate Conception Parish this
week, the exercises are understood as “a process of prayer and discernment to come to a place
where I can hear God’s call and respond to it,” he said.

More recently, however, Fagin said he became more aware how the exercises
permanently reshape a person’s interior life -- how they help one, in his words, “put on the heart
of Christ.”

Simply, he said, the exercises are powerful not simply as a once-a-year revelation, but a
continuing guide to discipleship. It’s that extra dimension that Fagin explores in his book. The
book sketches how the exercises can build daily virtues like gratitude and reverence.

“It’s just a new consciousness or emphasis,” he said, “a way to understand more deeply
what’s going on and how you can then live out of the exercises when they are over.”
More information about the exercises is available under “Our Spirituality” at
www.norprov.org; and “Spiritual Resources” at www.nwjesuits.org.
Bruce Nolan can be reached at bnolan@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3344
[available through Amazon for about $17 CAD ---and at Indigo/Chapters for a bit less]

The exercises, a guide to discipleship
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World Day of Prayer 2010 - Central Region
Projects #144 – Caritas in Veritate
TO LEAD YOU INTO HOLY WEEK

Facilitators: Tarcia Gerwing CLC, Fr. Bill Ryan SJ
(Jesuit Forum for Social Faith & Justice)
Listeners: Peter Peloso, Kathleen Crawford
Music: Jean Leveck
Organizing Committee: Adrienne De Schutter ,
Andree Richard, Mary Balfe, Julie Dwyer-Young. Julie
made contacts through the Hamilton Diocese Justice
Awareness Office to invite others beyond CLC to join
us for the day. Grateful thanks to Central communities
who generously offered much more than the soup and

bread asked of them...a feast was prepared. Gratitude to Adrienne and to the other members of
Holy Rosary Parish who attended and helped tremendously with preparing and serving lunch and
refreshments. Also thanks to Fr. Bernie Caroll of Holy Rosary Parish for making their church
hall available for the day and welcoming us to join in celebrating mass.

Christian Life Communities of Central Region had 35 members present with 15
people attending from outside CLC. We gathered at Holy Rosary Parish, Guelph, March 27
in light of CLC World Day of Prayer. Called as members of a World Apostolic Body to
prophetic mission, and inspired by Projects #144 “WHO ARE THE POOR? ~Prepare for a new
Reality”, Central Region extended an invitation to Fr. Bill
Ryan of the Jesuit Forum for Social Faith and Justice to
address Pope Benedict’s ground breaking
document ...Caritas in Veritate (Love in Truth).

Tarcia Gerwing, spiritual director and member of
‘Pilgrims on a Journey’ community facilitated the morning
and closing session inviting us to spiritual poverty before
the Trinity, examining the question “who are the poor?”,
using reflections around the temptations of Christ and a CD
presentation ‘No More Turning Away’. She used repetition
- Do you have a poor person in your life? If not, why not? Do you have a poor person in your
life? If not, why not? Do you have a poor person in your life? If not, why not? and guiding
questions to consider who are the poor in our lives. Using music, prayerful reflections, diads/
triads for sharing, Tarcia led us to discover in the process of the day what had been ignited in us.
Fr. Bill presented a summary of thoughts and reflections on the Caritas in Veritate document
offering question and answer sessions that were invigorating to the process and found most
helpful by the participants.

The interest in attending the day encompassed a deeper understanding of ‘Who are the
Poor’?, CLC community grassroots reality, community involvement and vision, a desire to hear
leadership in the Church, to support the unfolding understanding of Caritas in Veritate, hope of
discovering concrete ways to encourage and engage others, and to take responsibility personally
to be a sign in the world, while asking ‘what is the Spirit saying to us?’

Seven groups facilitated by CLC members gathered around tables to share their
background and interest in the topics of poverty and justice. What was the first reaction to the
talk by Fr. Bill Ryan? What are your hopes from what you heard? What question does your group
have for the larger group?

“do you have a poor person in your life?”
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World Day of Prayer — Central Region (Cont.)
Though the intellectual level of the document Caritas in Veritate was scholarly and challenging,

requiring attentive listening without visual summaries of key points, or ‘flash bites’, and for some listening
with English as a 2nd language, it was felt that the message had a deep impact on people. For many there

was a desire and fascination to explore more in small groups, parishes,
and hopefully involving members of the business community, while
others were overwhelmed with the question of “what does this mean
for us?”

Love is needed for social justice and vice versa. Free self-giving
love needs to be awakened in our hearts. This ‘love in truth’ is not
sentimentality, when one offers another a kindness to feel good
themselves, rather ‘Love in Truth’ leads to the personal human
development of each and every individual! It is personal and concrete
in discovering what we need to know as well as how we will
implement it. The dream of Caritas is not just profit driven markets of

the current culture but invites a new social imagination. What will this love look like? Harnessing this power is
like discovering fire! (Theihard de Chardin). There was stilling urgency in the message of the document
simply quoted “The mystic, the scholar, and the saint all tell us the same things: we must love or we must
die.” (Barbara Ward) Could we imagine death and extinction because of lack of love? Are churches closing or
falling asleep? It is a time of waking up!

As the experience of God’s love ignites us (as in the First Week of the Exercises) we are encouraged to
work where the energy is at the grassroots, putting a more readily understood language on the encyclical,
bringing the model of consolation and desolation, and open to discussions with business. A small group,
‘wearing the sandals of Jesus’, and inviting the involvement of parishioners, can make a difference as it
becomes a venue for the voice of the people of God. It is hoped that CLC community will work together
toward a deeper understanding of the encyclical first in their communities.
Appropriation (abridged): The Fire of God’s Love made visible in us through igniting the following (written on paper flames,
attached to a cross). This became our concrete sign ‘announced’ to one another, and carried in procession at the offertory in
the parish’s Eucharistic celebration the evening before Passion Sunday.
Gift of Wisdom, Hope, Poverty, Love ~ I am poor standing with the poor ~ My zeal to remain in community has been ignited as I
humbly seek to be in communion with the poverty in myself and in others, Your love and Your grace are enough for me ~ Desire to
love in more concrete ways the people I encounter ~ Renewed awareness , Desire for Prayer ~ A deep desire to be present to the
poor in my life, a deep desire to be a sign of your love, to be defenceless before you God ~ There is no social justice without LOVE.
Let social justice grow by one little step at a time. ~ The birth of the spirit of discipleship. I can make a difference in my community! ~
Enthusiasm for work of Social Justice, to be leader in this area has been renewed today. ~ Justice is indeed ‘a community event’ ~ Re-
ignited the flame of confidence that the world can enjoy a conversion ~ To the power of Real Love that will conquer poverty ~ In Christ
I need to love my ‘neighbour’ on a one to one level, spiritually person to person: grass roots and to encourage others in our parish
especially St. Vincent De Paul...not just food vouchers and food bags~… Submitted by Mary Balfe

Love is needed for social justice...
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World Day of Prayer — Atlantic Region
By Michelle Mahoney

As Atlantic Region we did not have a Regional Action on World CLC Day of Prayer. We each, as
individual communities, do our own thing taking part in the Wave of Prayer. Everyone had Projects 144 as the
focus for their prayer. Not everyone linked it with Haiti but every CLC in Atlantic has responded and continues
to respond to the needs of Haiti in some form. In my own community we each take one hour of the Wave of
Prayer on March 25 and then gather for a prayer service and social in someone's home. This has been our
tradition. Many other CLC's do the same.

In Atlantic we tend to make our larger "gatherings" around the Feast of St. Ignatius. That is what we
include in the Update. We also have our Regional Council Meetings every six months. Our next Regional
Council Meeting is in April where we will also have a formation component for our Group Guides,
coordinators, contact people, etc. on Modules 8 and 9 from the LFE in addition to our Council Meeting.
Please keep us in your prayers.



World Day of Prayer — Prairies Region
It is with much gratitude that on behalf of Prairie Region CLC I write this reflection of the celebration

that took place with the members of our Winnipeg communities for the occasion of the CLC World Day of
Prayer. On Saturday March 20, 2010, a small group of members gathered at St. Paul's College, situated
in the campus of the University of Manitoba. The
theme of our day of prayer was “Option for the poor in
CLC identity and the relationship to mission” and the
grace that we prayed for was “to go deeper into the
implications of a preferential option for the poor in our
CLC identity”.

Projects 144 which is the letter of communication
between the Executive Council and the World
Christian Life Community was used for our prayer
reflection of this day and also as we prepared in the
weeks and days prior to our retreat day. We reflected
on who are the poor among us and in our local and
international situation? How is my relationship with
them? How many poor people do I know by name?
How many are my friends? And if Jesus lived in my community who would he be particularly interested in?
The following scripture passages were used for our contemplative reflection: (1) Luke 7: 36 - 50, The
Pharisee and the sinner; (2) Mark 10: 46- 52, The healing of Bartimaeus; (3) The encounter with
Zacchaeus.

We remembered Mary, our Mother, who responded to the call of God in her poverty (Luke 1: 26-38).
We remembered that on the actual day of the CLC World Day of Prayer, March 25, the Feast of the
Annunciation was the date in which the General Principles were approved. General Principle #4 was
referenced in the Projects 144 and we also used this as a reminder of our call to follow Jesus Christ in the
building up of the Kingdom and to bear witness to those human and gospel values within the Church and
society which affect the dignity of the person and the welfare of the family and the integrity of creation.

For our morning contemplations we focused on the poor in our own world. From our spiritual
conversation and active listening, in our communal sharing, we heard God's call of salvation in the cry of
the poor. We saw poverty in our own selves as well as in the earth, in our own families, our own
communities and in our world beyond. We felt called to humility and gratitude as we heard the call to give
what we have. We yearned to become more aware of where the poor are in our own lives and to respond
authentically to our call.

The afternoon reflections focused on concerns for the victims of the earthquake in Haiti. An email was
sent by the world CLC President Daniela Frank to pray and to be in solidarity with our Haitian brothers and
sisters and with our French-Canadian counterpart, CVX, and with the Jesuits in Quebec and in Haiti, who
form a single Jesuit Province. The tragedy that has struck Haiti affects us all. As regional, national and
world communities, we all share our common humanity. When even one of our brothers and sisters is
hurting, we all share in the pain and suffering. The afternoon began with a viewing of the video: “Haiti:
Killing the Dream”, an excerpt of a Documentary on Centuries of Western Subversion of Haitian
Sovereignty. http://www.democracynow.org/2010/2/10/killing_the_dream_excerpt_of_documentary
Viewing this together opened our eyes and heart to the reality of the history that surrounds the oppression
in Haiti. A communal reading of “Haitian Jesuits plan for the future, urge that local voices be heard” written
by Rev. Kawas François SJ, delegate of the Provincial of the Jesuits of French Canada and Haiti, and one
of the coordinators of the Reflection and Action Unit.

The tragedy that struck Haiti affects us all.
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World Day of Prayer — Prairies Region (Cont.)
In our third round, using the dynamic of communal apostolic discernment, we felt called to action

through reflection on our connection to our local and international situation, to which we are inter-
connected. We desire to keep an awareness by sharing
information and making use of the communication tools at
hand, such as the videos and the information on the web
sites. Handouts of articles written by Rev. Kawas François
and the various web sites that give information on Haiti were
made available. We were encouraged to keep the stories and
dialogue alive. We were struck by the poverty in our own
midst and we feel the cry of the poor and the cry for justice.
We desire to be in relationship with the Haitian people and
with all those who are poor. We desire to discern more
deeply how God is calling us in our own milieu. There were
as well some concrete signs which reflect the newness that

we found to approach real poverty and to integrate our solidarity with sense and action. These were:
(1) Gather more data for discernment. Action: translating important documents from French to English and

to invite input from communities, regions and the Jesuits. Ask regions to help with this.
(2) Communication: foster relationship and to listen. Action: enhance relationship with CVX and Canadian

Jesuits International. National support for effective coordination by gathering regional input and
sharing with CVX, CLC USA and the Society. Consistent communication to reflect CLC Canada.

(3) Prayer and reflection. Action: common prayer for the people of Haiti.
(4) Research the aid organizations already active in Haiti. Action: regions could do this and pass on the

information to others.
(5) Learning and understanding. Action: learn about the Haitian people and the role of the Church in Haiti.

In appropriation we became aware of a greater appreciation of our own poverty and our need of
salvation. The concrete sign that we received was courage to move into action for the poor in our midst
and beyond.
Submitted by Mariette Ternowski

“Journeying with Christ in the Ignatian Way"
Tarcia Gerwing and Marilyn Gostlin, spiritual directors of

Loyola Retreat House, Guelph, and CLC members of Pilgrims
on a Journey, Central Region, share this CD.

Feedback they have received:
"This format is both user friendly for director and directee and
at the same time is true to the spirit of Ignatius. It leads people
to experience the full grace filled experience of the Exercises."
“I very much appreciate week by week support in the journey
and appreciate that it is a faithful format of the Spiritual
Exercises of St. Ignatius."

Every clc has responded to the needs of haiti
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World Day of Prayer—Rockies Region
By Pat Bremner

An Autumn Gathering in the Rockies
Representatives from the Rockies Region met

for an autumn pot luck during March. The food
and fellowship was wonderfully nourishing.

During the celebration we decided that we
wanted to focus our collective attention during the
World Day of Prayer on our own brokenness and
concerns within our area. While we understood
the greater community was looking outwards we
felt a call to peer inwards and ask the Spirit for guidance.

Some communities, notably the Son Seekers, ensured at least one person was in prayer
during the entire day. Others, including the Threads of Love, spent the evening praying in
church while attending a Penitential rite.

All participating communities discerned the call to continue in CLC and the entire region
felt a resurgence of commitment to the Ignatian way of life.

Downloading the Divine: A Retreat for Young Adults
Catching the Dream of God’s Heart

Twenty-five young adults, aged 17 to over 35, from southern New Brunswick, came together on
March 20 for a day of reflection in St. Thomas University’s Conference Centre. Initiated by the River of
Life CLC (Christian Life Community) and hosted by STU’s Campus Ministry, the day was marked by
prayer, song, quiet reflection, small group sharing, and guidance in prayer.

“It was quite different from other retreats,” Kalen Grondin recalls. Rather than a retreat with “lots of
praise and worship”, the 19-year-old senior high school youth found himself led to silence and
meditation which he found “moving and spiritually uplifting.”

One could say that this retreat was many years in the making. CLC delegates returning from a World
Assembly in Brazil in 1998 planted a seed in the heart of the River of Life community – to reach out to
young people with the gifts CLC has to offer. Two of its members were already involved in fostering
adolescents; however, a communal response did not take root. Not until the winter of 2009.

A phone call from a STU faculty member in February, 2009 ended with two River of Life CLC
members, Pam Daigle and Graydon Nicholas, meeting with a couple of students interested in spiritual
direction. This encounter brought back to their community initiated a six month communal discernment
process about a possible call to reach out to young people. The dream, shelved over a decade before, was
taken down, dusted, and reconsidered. Now, in the grandparenting stage of life, River of Life’s eight
CLC members couldn’t imagine what they would have to offer those less than half their age. However,
they prayed and they listened.

In the spring and summer of 2009, as they continued listening for God’s call to them, Providence
introduced them to several young adult CLCers during a National Assembly in Guelph, Ontario. Five of
these from Toronto visited as they were finishing a communal retreat on the banks of the Washademoak
Lake. Listening to the young people’s stories of faith and experience of CLC, this older community
heard more clearly the nature of their call – to be mentors of the young. Pam Daigle recalls, “our
communal heart was stirred with renewed energy, ‘fanning into flame’ our desire to reach out to young
adults in the area.”

The region felt a resurgence of commitment...
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A Retreat for Young Adults (Cont.)
With their decades of experience giving retreats,

accompanying individuals and groups in the CLC way of life
and giving the Spiritual Exercises, River of Life CLC, with the
help of others, planned for a day guided young adult retreat for
Lent 2010. Seeking to use the language of their culture, they
named it Downloading the Divine . Among those who colla-
borated with them were STU’s Campus Ministry, a CND
sister, members of Living Water and Nativity CLC, and one
young adult CLCer from Toronto.

Posters, brochures and word of mouth promoted their retreat
in student centers, parishes, and through other community
channels. A four-fold invitation was extended to young adults
to come and deepen their prayer life, grow in their relationship with Christ, explore ways of knowing
God’s purpose for them and to experience Christian community. The diverse group that responded
included high school and university students, post-graduate students, young professionals, parents of
young children, artists, and members of the general workforce. For Clare Kennedy, a second year
student of English at STU, it was an awareness of “the need for spiritual growth” that drew her to the
retreat. For Virginia Vietinghoff and her husband, Andre, it was primarily an interest in exploring the
CLC way of gathering that drew them.

Known and Loved by God
After a warm welcome by Fr. David Martin (STU Chaplain), Janice Ryan (Campus Minister), and

Charlena Keenan-Bourque (River of Life), the day began with Ruth Coleman (Nativity CLC)
developing the theme “Known and Loved by God”. Through engaging PowerPoint images, music, and
the story of the Prodigal Son from Luke 15, she led her listeners into the heart of God’s love for them.
She spoke of this scriptural text as a “grand story” of forgiveness, generosity, joy, and restoration
beyond what is humanly possible. She said that it is a story of transcendence that allows all of us
[wanton] ‘prodigals’ and self-righteous ‘elder brothers’ [to escape our prisons] and enter into God’s
great plan of communion.

Ms. Coleman shared parts of her own story that brought home, in a dynamic way, the truths she was
presenting. The beginning point of every spiritual growth journey, she shared, is “knowing ourselves as
intimately loved, called by name, even from our mother’s womb”. Following reflection and small group
sharing, she left us with two powerful summations of her theme - a prayerful, contemporary reflection
on the Principle and Foundation, which opens the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius and its personal
expression in her own life through PowerPoint imaging to the melody of Robin Mark’s stirring song, All
For Jesus.

Called to Intimacy with Jesus
The second session was facilitated by Pam Daigle and Anne Hodd, members of the River of Life

community. Through personal stories and visuals, Pam opened up the theme of prayer in general. She
spoke of five simple principles in developing a personal prayer life, the most important of which is to
regularly ‘show up’ even for five minutes every day. “Just as one gets a tan by spending time in the sun,
spending time with God regularly tans our soul and we are transformed little by little”. She also offered
the image of Teresa of Avila’s ‘two twigs’ – to not clutter our prayer. It takes only two twigs to keep a
flame burning. So too, in prayer – stay with a longing, a concern, a short piece of scripture.

She also spoke of spiritual growth involving a cyclic journey of listening for our true identity, our
call/vocation and our way of being with Christ in the world (mission). Ignatian spirituality was presented
as one way that may be helpful for some in growing this way. “Ignatian spirituality differs from other
spiritualities such as Franciscans, Dominicans, etc. in that it is based on the teachings of the 16 th century
saint, Ignatius of Loyola. His charism and gift to the church is his practical insight into discerning the
ways of God with us, especially how to seek and find the will of God in important choices. Two ways of
prayer were then presented - a simple 15 minute prayer called the Daily Awareness Examen and an
imaginative form of prayer called Gospel Contemplation.

The beginning point...know ourselves as intimately loved...
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A Retreat for Young Adults (Cont.)
Both of these ways of prayer, she said, “develop intimacy with Jesus and a discerning way of life.”
Following input on these ways of prayer, Anne guided the group in an experience of each. These guided
experiences included times of gentle music, silence, personal quiet time and small group sharing .

Young Adult CLC
The final session was led by Cheche Lisondra (Fishers CLC, Toronto). With vulnerability and deep

faith she told the story of her personal journey to living CLC with other young adults. Her power point
presentation brought the images of many young people into our midst – praying together, laughing
together, and going on mission together. Charlena Keenan-Bourque helped us gather the graces of our
day and offered ‘post-scripts and possibilities’, take-home ideas for continuing the journey. Evening
Prayer led by STU’s Campus Ministry followed by a pizza supper brought our Lenten retreat day to a
close.

In reflecting about the retreat experience, Stephanie Kelly, in her second year in journalism at STU,
said that “as students, it is easy to get distracted by the stress of everyday life. The retreat was a great
opportunity to meet with other young members of the Christian community ... for reflection and
prayer ... to share experiences and deepen our faith.”

When asked what she thought of the retreat, Clare Kennedy said that the retreat allowed her “to
experience her faith in a new way.” She also found it “encouraging to hear that others have the same
spiritual struggles that I have.”

Anne MacLean, a young professional who entered the Church during the recent Easter Vigil, was
reminded that “God is calling me to something that I will figure out over time.”

Fr. David Martin, STU Chaplain and Janice Ryan, Campus Minister, expressed their gratefulness for
the wisdom and direction provided by River of Life and Christian Life Community members to the
youth in our Diocese. “These experienced spiritual directors and leaders surrounded the retreatants with
quiet presence, spiritual depth and support while the CLC facilitators skillfully guided the retreat. We
are deeply appreciative at St. Thomas University, in Campus Ministry for the CLC’s specific invitation
to university students to be involved. God’s grace and action flourishes and pours forth when we gather
intentionally to pray, reflect, discern and celebrate God’s gifts, God’s invitation and God’s downloading
in our lives.”

Submitted by Jocelyn Weirathmueller and Pam Daigle - a collaborative effort for the Greater Glory of God

Encouraging to hear others have struggles...
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♦August 20-22, 2010—Atlantic Region Assembly, Halifax, NS
♦September 17-19, 2010—Central Region Assembly, Manresa, Pickering

Theme: 20-20 Vision - The Tree That Bears Fruit
We gather at the feet of the Lord to be refreshed and to hear the ongoing call

♦October 1-3, 2010—General Council Meeting, Winnipeg, MB
♦October 8-10, 2010—CVX National Assembly French Canada,

Villa St.Martin, Montreal

UPCOMING EVENTS



New Central Region Rep.
Hello everyone. My name is Andree Richard. My home is

in Barrie where I also make a living as an assistant manager at a
local retail store. I have four "grown up children", two of them still
residing with me. I also have four "grand-dogs", two of them still
residing with me.

Originally from Quebec I came to live in Ontario with my then
husband 30 years ago. His employment took all of us to different
parts of our province for almost 20 years. Being in Barrie for the
past 10 years I finally have a city to call home. From birth I have
been challenged with life difficulties. Religious upbringing consisted
of going to church on Sundays and nothing in between. I personally
heard the call of God during the darkest season of my life in 1984. I
took a chance in deciding to follow Jesus and for the past 25 years I
have learned to hear, follow and love him the best way I can. He showed me how precious I am in his eyes and how
much he loves me. My journey was long and lonely until I was introduced (three years ago) to CLC in my parish after
a Life in the Spirit Seminar. Wow!! At home at last! These Christians knew, expressed and lived many of the things
that had become part of me.

The Spirit had brought me where I belonged. My first year in our small group "Living Waters" was very interesting.
Being co-coordinator with Suzanne Coulson we managed to finish Manual 1. After the completion of the first year and
much discernment it was felt by many to follow other calls in their lives. Suzanne and I then took the following year to
live the Spiritual Exercises while continuing our day to day routines. Abundant graces were received during that time.
Since we have been in touch while discerning where we are being called to go in the future. We are now connecting
with CLCer's in our area that do not have a group and are hoping to get a community going soon.

Last April while attending our National Gathering in Guelph, I had the pleasure to meet with Sam Loutfi a CVX
executive from Quebec. We exchanged stories and I was invited to give a talk at their Regional meeting last
September. This event will be forever etched in my memory for I had a chance to go back to my culture (after 30
years being in Ontario) and witness of the goodness and awesome love of God through my own transforming story in
spite of the "particular obstacles" faced by the Quebec people. I was welcomed with much care, love and warmth. I
believe that my coming from Ontario while still being a "Quebecoise at heart" helped break down barriers of
misunderstanding as well as misconceptions. We all agreed that further communication and opportunities to connect
whenever possible would further help our desire to bring our communities, CLC/CVX, together in serving our Lord in
spite of linguistic and cultural differences.

Also last September, I felt a great need to respond to a desire placed in my heart at the completion of the Spiritual
Exercises. I started reaching out to women at my work place who had come to me in the past with their pain. In late
September our first meeting took place at my house. Their spiritual background is as diversified as their stories but
they are all finding out they still have a lot in common and have grown to trust and support each other. I had told them
from the start that the only prerequisite to come together would be to accept the presence of God. I have been
following the same guidelines of a CLC group with some adjustment in order to accommodate their entry into this new
world for them. To witness the growth in these women and their realization of God's presence in their lives has been a
most exciting and yet very humbling experience. My next step will be to invite them to form a CLC group when they
are ready.

After our council meeting last Fall, I was asked to consider the position of Regional Rep at National and later was
nominated.

On January 5th I had experienced a difficult day at work and resolved to never accept the position of store
manager. I had been in the process of discerning this for the past year. It all came to me loud and clear. At home that
night I found Mary's message telling me the wonderful news about the support of Central toward my decision to be
available to serve Central as Rep to National. While closing one door God opened another one right away.

With great joy and thanksgiving I humbly make myself available to the needs of Central region. I look forward to a
most energizing mentoring time with Mary and Adrienne as well as a fruitful term enriched with God's graces. May our
Lord's blessings rain on us in abundance as we walk the journey His Spirit calls us to run with freedom! May his peace
be with us always.

Closing one door god opened another one.
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The suggested yearly donation to be paid by the end of June (to coincide with the
anniversary of death of Father John English), is $70 per person

($50 to CLC National, $20 goes back to your Region).

We depend on your generosity to meet our financial commitments!

Enclosed is my Donation of:

$ ______ National Donation and $ ______ for ____________ Region

Besides my donation to CLC Canada I would like to contribute to

$ _______ the John English Founder’s Fund $ _______ World Solidarity Fund

$ ______ Cdn. World Delegate Solidarity Fund $ ______ National Solidarity Fund

Name _____________________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________

City ____________________________________________ Province _________

Postal Code ____________________ Phone Number ______________________

E-mail ____________________________________________________________

Please send your donation to:
CLC Canada
1120 30 Street South
Lethbridge, AB T1K 2Y8

Telephone: 403-328-3612

E-mail: clccanada@jesuits.ca

A receipt will be issued for tax purposes.

Your donation must be deposited into the CLC
bank account by December 31 if you wish to

claim it on your tax receipt this year.

Thank you for your donation!

Charitable Reg. #140958943RR0001
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In CLC Canada we have three Solidarity Funds:

World Solidarity Fund:
A fund administered by the World Secretariat. The fund is created by donations from countries around the world to help
delegates who need financial assistance to attend the World Assembly.

Canadian World Delegate Solidarity Fund:
This fund is set up to cover the travel costs of Canadian delegates to the World Assembly.

National Solidarity Fund:
This fund is set up to support communities in CLC Canada who otherwise would not be able to send a delegate to the National
Assembly.

What is the Solidarity Fund?


